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ON THE EIGENTHEORY OF OPERATORS WHICH
EXHIBIT A SLOW VARIATION*

By

LAWRENCE SIROVICH and B. W. KNIGHT

Rockefeller University and Brown University

Abstract. A class of linear operators which exhibit slow variation is considered. If
the kernel of the operator is K(x — y, \e(x + y)), e the parameter of slowness, then its
Wigner transform is defined to be K(p, q) = J K(u, q)exp(-iup) du. The eigenvalues of
such operators are shown to follow an area rule: if the curve Xn = K(p, q) contains the
area s/(A) = (2n + 1 )ne then Xn is an eigenvalue. Forms for the corresponding eigenfunc-
tions are also obtained. Classical WKB theory is shown to be a special case and other
examples are given.

1. Introduction. The present investigation arises from a problem in neural informa-
tion processing. For background we briefly state that problem. If we consider the visual
processing of a spatial pattern of illumination e(x), then response r(x) as measured at
some level of the visual pathway can be represented in a reasonable linear approximation
by an integral operator

r(x) = J K{x, y}e(y) dy.

Data imply the further approximation of reciprocity between cause and effect: K(\, y} =
K{y, x} whence the kernel K is symmetric (and Hermitean a fortiori, as it is real). A
standard approximation regards the kernel as translationally invariant, K{\, y} =
K(x — y), in which case the relation takes on the form of a two-dimensional convolution
r — K*e. In this form K is referred to as the point spread function [1] and its Fourier
transform K(p) as the spatial modulation transfer function [2]. The latter is a quantity
measurable in the laboratory, and measures the sensitivity of the visual system to sinusoi-
dal patterns. Thus the locus of the maximum X(p) on the p plane indicates those sinusoi-
dal stimuli which yield maximum sensitivity of the visual system. The distinguished role
of sinusoidal stimuli arises from their ability to replicate themselves in the response and
thereby to yield a simple "coefficient of replication," or eigenvalue, which furnishes a
direct measures of the retina's sensitivity to each sinusoid. This distinguished role of
sinusoids is manifestly a consequence of the approximation of translational invariance.

Translational invariance is known to be correct only locally [3, 4, 5, 6], However,
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regardless of any question of translational invariance, it follows fairly generally from the
theory of Hermitean operators that there should be some set of stimuli ij/(x) which
are distinguished by the self-replicating property

J K{x, y}ip(y) dy = k\l/(\)

where as before the eigenvalue A furnishes a simple numerical measure of the system's
sensitivity to the distinguished stimulus ip(\). Under general conditions the set of eigen-
functions ip should be complete in the sense that an arbitrary stimulus may be expressed
as a superposition of them. In consequence the functions ip and their corresponding
eigenvalues A furnish a full characterization of the way the visual pathway processes an
arbitrary stationary stimulus.

Both insight and technical progress on the problem posed may be achieved by first
analyzing a one-dimensional caricacture of the two-dimensional problem discussed so
far. In this spirit we drop vector notation in what follows.

Aside from the boundary of an eye, which is an example of a sharp inhomogeneity
[7, 8], departures from homogeneity are found to be relatively gentle. To treat this latter
case we first observe that with no loss of generality one may write

K{x, y} = K(x - y, \{x + >>))

(the coefficient j is convenient for purposes of normalization); and for the case of slow
departures from homogeneity we introduce a formal small parameter e:

K{x, y} = /c|x - y, ̂  (x + y)J.

Here e plays its usual strategic role: since it is the coefficient of an argument which
already dictates only gentle functional dependence, results which hold in accurate
approximation when e is small still hold when s is set to unity.

In keeping with our goal of treating problems in neural processing we consider the
spectral problem

| - y, | (x + y) \tp(y-e) dy = hp(x\ e). (1)

The maximum eigenvalue will then correspond to the maximal sensitivity and the corre-
sponding eigenfunction to the most sensitive stimulus pattern. Our treatment of this
problem leads to methods valid for fairly general linear operator problems. To underline
this we immediately widen the scope of our deliberations by a simple reversal in
viewpoint.

We reinitiate our discussion by first considering real functions K(p, q) and then their
corresponding transforms

K(u> <Z) = ^ j K(p, <jf)exp(/up) dp. (2)

Then for

u = x — y, q = ^(x + y) (3)
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K is a Hermitean kernel and leads to operator problems of the form (1). Depending on
the nature of K, the operator K{x, y}, (2), generated in this manner can be integral,
differential or more generally pseudo-differential. The inverse transform fc(p, q) first
appeared in a paper by Wigner [9] and we therefore refer to it as the Wigner transform.
It has also been used by Groenewald [10], Moyal [11] and more recently by Bruer [12]
in alternate descriptions of quantum mechanics.

The relation between p and q,

K(p, q) = X, (4)
X constant, generates contour lines in the (p, q)-plane which we refer to as A-curves. The
main result which is shown later states that (1) has the eigenvalue X„ when the 1-curve

K(p,q) = Xn, (5)
the contour line upon which the value of K is the nth eigenvalue X„, encloses the area

•s/(An) ~ (2n + l)ne. (6)

As indicated, this result is asymptotic in the slowness parameter e. We will refer to (5)
and (6) and the included statement as the area rule.

2. Perturbation analysis. The manner in which a naive perturbation analysis breaks
down often indicates the path a more sophisticated approach must take. In this spirit, a
naive approach to solving the eigenvalue problem (1) follows from Taylor expansion of
the problem in powers of e. Thus if we write

il/(x, e) = i/>0(x) + eiK(x) + "•,

K(x~y' ^X + = ~^ + + y)Ki(x~^ +

and introduce these into (1) we obtain at lowest order (e°)

J K0(x - y)ip0(y) dy = X\j/0(x)

for which

iA0(x) = A exp(jpc) (7)

solves with arbitrary constants A and p, and yields the purported eigenvalue

X I K0(x)exp[- ipx] dx = K0(p).

If this procedure is followed to the next order we find that t\i y contains a contribution
of O(xi^0) which invalidates the procedure when ex = 0(1). This in turn suggests the
remedy that both A and p in (7) be taken as functions of ex and that K be given a more
careful development.

We now adopt a somewhat different but equivalent approach. At the risk of confu-
sion with (3) we write

q = ex, (8)
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but as will be seen below this is a consistent notation. Next we expand the eigenfunction
4/ as follows:

ip = exp :<£(<?) I (9)
n-0

which is equivalent to the approach followed in the WKB procedure [13]. In addition, we
employ a more careful expansion of the kernel

/ G \ G G?"- y> 2 (x + 1= Ko(x - y. 4) - 2 (x - y)Ki(x -y>i) + j(x- y)2^qq{x - y, q).

(10)
Finally in the integrand we encounter, for example, <p(ey) which has the expansion

<j>(ey) = <t>(q) - e(x - y)<f)'(q) + *— (x - y)2<t>"{q) + •••

and similarly for A„(ny). If these are substituted into (1), then at the lowest order we find

(j) = | p(s) ds (11)

where p(q) is defined through the Wigner transform, as the solution p, for fixed q, of the
equation

. 00

K(p,q)= | exp[-ipu]K(u, q) du = L (12)
— 00

As mentioned in the introduction, (12) defines a A-curve in the (p, q)-plane. (Recall (3)
that u = x - y.) We take up the question of the spectrum later and for the present regard
X as a known constant.

If we proceed to the next order we obtain from (1)

• 00 I i I
J exp[ — iup]K(u, q)^uA'0(q) -~u2p'A0jdu

+ ~ I uKq(u, q)exp[-('up] du = 0. (13)
^ — 00

To reduce this further, observe that

\ 1^ = \jq \ UK^ ~ 'UP^ dU
1 •00 i •00

= ~ I uKq(u, q)exp[-iup] - du - I K(u, q)u2p' exp[-iup] du, (14)
-an 2.

so that (13) may be rewritten as

Aod_ e,
2 dq

or

~AoJK = 0- (15)
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(Q„P,>

<Q„P.)

PK(q)

Fig. 1.

On collecting results we see that corresponding to the formal eigenvalue A there is the
eigenfunction

exp
<A =

\ I P(s)ds

[K„(p(q\q)Y12 (1 + 0{£))' (16)
where p(q) satisfies (12). (We refer to ip (16) as an eigenfunction only in the generic sense.
Further restrictions on (16) emerge as we proceed with the discussion.) The expression
which appears in Eq. (16) is a generalization of that which appears in the WKB procedure
[13, 14], and for simplicity we refer to it as a WKB solution.

A representative A-curve is sketched in Fig. 1. As indicated, the corresponding form of
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(12) has a number of branches, p^q), Piiq), Each such branch pk(q) exists for values
of q lying between the loci of vertical tangents, called turning points and denoted by
(Pt, Qk) and (Pk+l, Qk+i)- Outside of the interval which lies between these points, any pk
which solves (12) must become complex, and since R is a real form such complex branches
occur in conjugate pairs.

To fix a notation we begin the indexing of turning points with one which is both left
concave and at which the A-curve is locally convex. Observe that right and left concave
turning points alternate around the A-curve (Fig. 1) and thus an even number, 2n, of
turning points is always present. We refer back to the integral (11) and always fix the
endpoint of integration as a right concave turning point and therefore a point of even
index. We write

.9
| Pk{s) ds
Q(k)

with the convention that Q(k) is Qk if k is even and Q(k) is Qk + 1 if A: is odd.
As we discuss in the next section, the form given by (16) ceases to be valid in the close

neighborhood of a turning point. Moreover, for values of q of which pk(q) lies outside its
limit turning points, the expression

exp
i -q
~ I Pk(s) ds
E ' Q(k)

can grow exponentially large as | q | | oo. Since ij/ must vanish at infinity such contribu-
tions must be ruled out. (This demand will determine the eigenvalue spectrum; we will
see that it can be met consistently only for distinguished values of L) The WKB solutions
must be considered separately in each of the three regions determined by the two turning
points. This, however, leads to a fairly complicated formalism which we wish to avoid.
To this end we agree to neglect exponentially small contributions and adopt the follow-
ing convention: pk is always the branch of negative imaginary part for q < Q(k) and of
positive imaginary part to the right of the other boundary turning point. This convention
guarantees that the above expression will vanish for | q | f oo and introduces errors
which are at most exponentially small. Thus we regard the interval between limiting
turning points as the support of a WKB solution.

Following these preliminary remarks we can express the asymptotic form of the
eigenfunction by a sum,

i>w ~ £ Bkil/W(k) (17)
k= 1

where

exp
il/w(k)~

| Pk(s) ds
•Qjk) 

£p(Pk(ql a)!1/ 2 (18)

represents a WKB solution and the constants Bk are yet to be determined. The absolute
value in the denominator is permissible since Kp carries a single signature on each
branch.
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3. Turning point analysis. Inspection shows that the asymptotic development (17)
breaks down in the neighborhood of a turning point. At such a point, (12) has a vertical
tangent, and

Kp(p, q) = 0 (19)
(As shown in the Appendix, vertical inflection points can be ignored without loss of
generality.)

If we designate a typical turning point by (Pk, Qk), then the 1-curve, (12), in a
neighborhood of it is approximated by the parabola

0 = (q- Qk)Kq(k) + {P ~2Pk)2 Kpp(k),

where for example Kq(k) = Kq(Pk, Qk). (For the present we assume that Kpp(k) 0—the
general case is treated in the Appendix.) If we write

7, = 2 Kq(k)/Kpp(k) (20)
then the two branches in the neighborhood of a turning point are given by

P = Pk ± Vyk(Qk - q)- (21)
We observe that yk is positive when the turning point is left concave and negative when
the turning point is right concave.

Condition (19) also indicates that the denominator in (18) requires expansion, and in
particular

Kp(Pk(q), q)~ ± Kpp{kylk(Qk - q). (22)
In view of the absolute value which appears in (18) the branches of (22) play no role and
we write

Cy — I Kpp(k)Jyk(Qk-q)\112 (23)
With the above expansions we can examine the WKB solution in the neighborhood

of a turning point. There are four possible forms (see Fig. 2), and we first consider

exp
M2fc) =

" I P2*(S) ds
e Q2k 

(24)
\xP(P2k{q), q)\112

For q > Q2k but in the neighborhood of Q2k, substitution of (21) and (22) into (24) yields

(25)<M2fc) ~ -J- exP
C2 k

~ P2k(q ~ (?2k) + \/ 72k (q ~ 62/c)3 2

and since i//w(2k - 1) has the same left endpoint of integration but corresponds to the
positive branches of (21) and (22)

tM2k- 1) ~ 77— exp
*-2*

~ p2k(q — 62*) ± ^ v'—y2k (q ~ Q2k)3 2 (26)

The ambiguity in signature which appears in (25) and (26) rests on whether the A-curve is
locally convex in the neighborhood of (P2k> 62*)- The upper branches occur when the
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A-curve is locally convex, as in Fig. 2. The lower branch is obtained for example for the
point (P2n, Q2n) in Fig. 1.

To examine the WKB solutions in the neighborhood of an odd index turning point, we
write

exp
j .<224+1 j ,Q2k+l

J P2k(s) ds~-j P2k{s) ds

\ZP(P2k(q), q)\m

then for q < Q2k+l but in the neighborhood of Q2k+1,

1

(27)

•M2 k)

exp

Similarly,

>l>w(2k + 1)

^2k+ 1

j ,.Ch»+i i _ 2i , 
P2k{s) d-S P2)!+ 1(62*+ 1 — l) + V y2k+ 1 (Q2k+ 1 — ̂ )3 2

£ JQn E JE
(28)

'2*+ 1

exp
i ,22»+i ,• 2i , 

P2k+ l(S) ds P2k+ l(Q2k+ 1 ~ l) i ^V 72k+ 1(62*+ 1 ~~ tfT 2
E JQh + 2 E

(29)

The sign ambiguity occurs for the reason given above. The upper branch corresponds to
Fig. 2 and the lower to the point (P2n-i> Q2n-i) of Fig. 1. Beyond the range of the limit
turning points each WKB solution il/w(k), under the convention introduced at the close
of the previous section, becomes exponentially small and therefore negligible on the scale
of consideration.

Turning point analysis. The breakdown of the WKB solution (17) in the neighbor-
hood of a turning point signals the need for a different form of the expansion of the
eigenfunction in this region. Examination of any of the forms (22, 23, 25, 26) indicates
that the appropriate variable in this region is

= ^*2/3 q = fil/3(x* - x) (30)

and that the appropriate form for the eigenfunction in the neighborhood of a turning
point is

<A = ^(o;t)exp[iFk(x - *„)]. (31)

In the terminology of singular perturbation theory, u>k is said to be the inner variable and
(31) the inner solution [15].

As preparation for the perturbation analysis in the neighborhood of a turning point
we write

Hx + y) = Qk~ E2t3Mk ~ |«
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where as earlier u = x - y; then

K(u, $e(x + y)) ~ K(u, Qk) - e2l3a)kKq(u, Qk)
„4/3 2

- {euK„(u, Qk) + ——i Kju, Qk).

Also

il/{y) = exp[iPk(y - xk)]xP(e1/3(xt - y))

= exp exp[-iPku] ^((Wt)

s2l3u2
+ ell3ux¥'(a>k) + —— + • • ■ j.

Then if these are substituted into the integral equation (1) we find to lowest order a form
of the Airy differential equation [16]

d2xV— + = 0 (32)
du)k2

where yk is defined by (20).
The solution of (32) appropriate for our purposes is

= Ai(—y1^3o)k). (33)

(The other solution Bi(-yll3u>k) must be eliminated since it grows exponentially for large
positive arguments.) For large arguments (33) has the asymptotic form [16]

Ai(-yll30j) ~ sin(! + t(y1/3co)3/2 j, y1/3co > 0 (34)

Ai(-yll3co) = 0(exp[—§( —y1/3co)3/2]), yll3co < 0.

Matching procedure. It follows from these considerations that

iHk) oc exp Ai(-yll3cok).

To fix the proportionality constant we write the asymptotic form as (yll3u>k P 1)

Dk exp -l-Pk(Qk-q)

Iyk(Qk - q)\m
in 2 i

exp | +|lr.l"!IG.-9l3"

exp Qk-ir (35)

where Dk is undetermined.
Two limits are appropriate for discussion of the neighborhood of a turning point

(Pk, Qk). We consider the small-argument limit (or inner limit) of (17), e\xk — x\ 1, as
calculated by (25, 26, 28, 29). Since in general practice (14) is referred to as the outer
solution [15], this is said to be the inner limit of the outer solution. By contrast (31) is
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PzK-l'O1

(Q2K >^2K ̂

^2K+2 2K+2 '
P2K + ,(<1)

Fig. 2.

said to be the inner solution and its outer limit, e1/3 \xk — x | P- 1, is given by (35). In the
overlap of the two regions e1/3|xt-x| 1 and e|xk-x| <§1, the two forms of the
solution must match.

The matching is facilitated by the following observation: in the neighborhood of any
turning point only the two WKB solutions which become singular at the turning point
(associated with the two branches of (21)) match to the Airy solution. We observe that
contributions to (17) which are not singular at the turning point are higher-order and
therefore do not enter into the matching. Secondly, although many contributions to (17)
might become singular at q = Qk, only one pair of solutions is identified with the turning
point (Pk, Qk). The others carry a different sinusoidal coefficient in (31), and lead to
matchings at other turning points.

We now carry out the procedure for the general case depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.
Eq. (35) may be regarded as a sum of two "waves" one right-going, proportional to

2i \yk\m\Qk-q|3/2exp
3e

and one left-going which is proportional to the conjugate of this expression. In (35) the
ratio of coefficients of these waves is

coefficient of right going wave
 ——  : = exp[—in/2], (36)coefficient ot lelt going wave v '

When we apply (36) we must consider the cases of odd and even indices separately.
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(P2k> Qik)' 1° the neighborhood of this turning point (17) becomes

*Pw ~ Bik- i "Aw{2k — 1) + B2ki/'iy(2/c)
which from (25) and (26) is

/ B2k-1ipw ~ —— exp
^2 k

B2k+ 7^ exp
L 2k

i-P2k(q-Q2k) + Y£\y2k\ll2(q-Q2k)312

'-{q - Q2k)-ye \ y2k\m{<i- Q2kf!2

In the overlap region this form, which is composed of right and left-going waves, must
also satisfy (36), thus

= exp[+i7i/2] (37)
"2 k

where the upper sign holds if the 1-curve is convex near (P2k, Q2fc) and the lower if it is
not.

(/*2k+1» 0>2k+1)* We follow the above procedure and observe that in the neighbor-
hood of this turning point

•Aw ~ Bik^wfi-k) + ^2k+i{l/w{^-k + 1)
which from the introduction of (28) and (29) and the application of (36) yields

&2k- 1

Br
exp

j | .Q2k+ 1 ,Q2k+ 1

P2fc(s)ds-| p2k+i(s)ds,
£ ' Qlk Q2k+2 '

= exp[ + i7t/2] (38)

Again the two signatures depend, respectively, on whether or not the /l-curve is locally
convex at the point. It is clear from the derivation of (37) and (38) that subscripts must
be taken mod(2n), where as before 2n is the number of turning points.

If we take the appropriate form given by either (37) or (38) at each turning point and
multiply these, the Bk cancel out and we obtain

exp - = exp[-/7r] (39)

where sd(X) is the area enclosed in the l-curve, (12). The phase at the right is —n because
a closed loop contains just two more locally convex turning points than locally concave
turning points. Eq. (39) solves to give

«s/(A„) = (2 n + l)ns. (40)

where n is any integer. Hence the allowable eigenvalues as they appear in (12) are
restricted to the set of A-curves which satisfy the area rule as stated in (40).

If we review the preceding arguments some simple ideas emerge. We can identify with
each point of a A-curve a phase (actually a phase difference, since a definite integral is
involved). If we follow this phase once around the /-curve we generate the enclosed area
si. On each passage through a turning point we experience a phase delay of n/2 if it is a
convex point and a phase advance of n/2 if it is a concave point. For a proper A-curve
this results in Eq. (40), in which the term Inn comes from the overall indeterminancy of
phase.
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Extensions to general turning points. Since area is invariant under translation and
unimodular transformation, it follows that all K(p, q) for which the 1-curves map into
each other under these transformations will have the same set of eigenvalues. Although
this result was obtained under asymptotic conditions, it can be shown rigorously true
[17]. The associated eigenfunctions, however, do experience a change under these
transformations.

If, for example, we rotate the curve in Fig. 1, then according to the above, the
operators generated in this process all have the same eigenvalues. However, it is clear
that in doing this we can obtain situations not covered by our derivation of (40). In
particular, the appearance of a vertical inflection point signifies a turning point at which
Kpp = 0. Since it is an exact result that eigenvalues are invariant under rotation in the
(p, q)-plane, a ploy for calculating eigenvalues when Kpp = 0 at a turning point is simply
to rotate the 1-curves until Kpp 0 at all turning points. However, since it bears on the
nature of the eigenfunctions, a direct derivation of the area rule (40) under these more
general conditions is given in the Appendix.

4. Principal eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. As will be seen in the following, the
arguments going into the area rule become suspect when the index n is small. The
corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are referred to as the principal eigenvalues
and we now consider these in more detail. To start the discussion, we suppose that
K(p, q) has a collection of A-curves as depicted in Fig. 3. The center (p0, q0) of the closed
loops is defined by

8K . , dK .^(p„,9o)=o=-^(p„.a

It is convenient to transform the stationary point to the origin, and since this is not
entirely trivial we indicate some of the steps. Define

CI o Qo
q = q0 + q', P = Po + p', x = — + x', y = — + /,

£ S

ip'(x')e\p(-i p0x') = i//{x),

K'(x' - y, q') = K(x - y,q0 + q')exp(-ip0{x - y)), (41)

these when substituted in (1) yield

J - /> e X 2 y J^'(y') dV = AiA'(x').
It should be noted that K' is no longer real in general but is Hermitean, and further that
the eigenfunction carries the sinusoidal factor exp(ip0x'). The Wigner transform of K',
which is real,

K'(p, q) = | K'(u, q)exp(ipu) du

now has the required property

dq' dp'
Henceforth we drop the primes.

8K'(0, 0) q dK'(0, 0)
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Fig. 3.

For the principal eigenvalues the area si = (2n + 1)tt£ is small and we proceed with
the calculation for the eigenvalues by expanding K in a Taylor expansion at the origin,

K = K° + \(p2KlP + 2PqK°pq + q2K°J + 0(p3) = X (43)
where a zero superscript indicates evaluation at the origin and p2 = p2 + q2. As implied by
Fig. 3, the discriminant is positive:

D2 = K°ppK°qq - K°p2 > 0. (44)

If we then calculate the area of the ellipse given implicitly by (43) we find

, 2(X - K°)n
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From this the area rule yields

A„ = K0 + -—-—-eD + 0(s2). (45)

This simple result is marred by the fact that the derivation of the area rule is suspect
for the principal eigenvalues. To see this we observe that on the A-curves (43) for the
principal eigenvalues (45) implies that

P,1 = 0(Je)

and therefore the phase term (11) of the WKB solution has the estimate

- I P(s) ds = 0(1).
£ J

Hence it is of the same order as the amplitude term, which is contrary to the assumed
form of the WKB solution.

To investigate this further we can proceed from the above estimate q = 0(yje). From
this it follows that the eigenfunctions corresponding to the principal eigenvalues can be
written

«/' = 'A(Vex) (46)
and hence (1) becomes

J x|.x - y, e|^^j|i/'(Ve>') dy = >¥(V£X)- (47)

To treat this case it is convenient to introduce new variables

6 - yfl, r = Sx, s = dy (48)
which yields

j ^ ^(~y~))^(5)ds = ^(r)- ^

The kernel K is a peaking function in its first argument, which in turn suggests the
following expansions;

Hs) = *(r) - s{^y(r) + ~ Vto + -,

+^x(^)+o(n
where a zero superscript indicates that the second argument is set to zero. Substitution of
these into (47) then yields the second-order Hermitean operator equation

+ r2*> - i^°P'>(rJr + J/)* = A^' (5°)
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with

A = 2(A — K°)/S2. (51)
In deriving (50) we have used (42).

The eigenfunctions of (50) are given by [17]

•A" exp(" T^Hrx/4) * H ~ '^rkhNw) (52>
where hn(x) is the Hermite function (see (58)). The corresponding eigenvalues are

A = (2 n + 1)

which on substitution into (51) lead to same result for as given by the area rule,
namely (45).

Thus the area rule remains valid even for the principal eigenvalues provided D (44) is
bounded away from zero. The form of the eigenfunctions, however, is modified and is
now given by (52) (see also (41)) instead of the WKB form. In [18] various additional
examples are discussed, in particular cases for which D vanishes or does not exist. In such
cases the above results must be modified.

*
5. Special cases. The purpose of the present section is to make contact with two

known cases which fall within the framework of our results. An extended and diverse
class of cases are presented in [18].

Ordinary differential equations. In the classical theory of ordinary differential equa-
tions one encounters the eigenvalue problem

d2
dx2 ip + {A — r(x)}i/>(x) = 0, — qo < x < oo (53)

for i// square-integrable [19]. Then for smooth convex r such that r(x) j oo, |x| j oo
sufficiently rapidly, one may show [19]

J {An-r(x)}112 dx = n(n+±) + ol-\ (54)
X n \ /

where r(Xn) = r(X'n) = Xn.
To relate this to the area rule calculation, consider the kernel

*{x, y] = j «*(* - y) - s"(x - y) (55)

where 3 represents the delta function and S" its second derivative. It is clear that

K{x, y]xl/{y) dy = ^(x)

is a restatement of (53). If we leave aside for the moment the question of a small
parameter and proceed with the area rule calculation, then we must first compute K
which in this case is

K = p2 + r(q), (56)
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whence p(q) = ±{A„ — r(q)}l/2 on the contour line R(p, q) = Xn. To see the equivalence of
(54) with the area rule (40) (for e — 1), we simply note that the left-hand side of (54) is
exactly one-half the area enclosed in the A-curve.

Unlike our development of area rule which required a slowness scale e, the above
treatment is derived solely under the assumption that n f °o. To see the connection,
observe first that X„ | oo under this limit and second that for X large the scale of variation
in (53) is 1/^/A. Thus let X0 be typical of the size of X and set Xy/X0 = x'; then (53)
becomes

d2if/
d*2 o X0 \v A-0 /

lit =0.

and l/y/Xo is seen to act as the e for the problem. Alternately, if a slowness scale is
present, e.g.

d2\p
dx2

2 [X - r(ex)]{jj = 0,

then the variable change ex = x' gives

d2 . i i , •A = o,

which implies a large "eigenvalue" X/e2.
A solvable kernel. It will be illuminating to compare our asymptotic results with a

specific exact calculation. We begin with a formula due to Mehler [20]:

Kix> y) = (1 _ ^1/2 exP

_ y hn(x)h„(y) , .

where hn denotes the Hermite functions [20]

M*) = Hn(x)ex p(-x2/2). (58)

H„(x) is the Hermite polynomial [20] of degree n defined by the generating function
c»

F(u, x) — exp(2ux — u2) =
n = 0

.00

I hn(x)hm(x) dx = dnmJn2"nl,
— 00

I K{x, y}hn(y) dy = A„hn(x) (59)
— QO

A n = y/nz". (60)

Then since

we have

with
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By a substitution of variables the role of a slow dependence in (57) may be brought
out clearly. It is perfectly general that if the Hermitean kernel K(x, y) has a given
spectrum then the rescaled kernel

S{x, y} = txK{ax, <xy} (61)

has the same spectrum (with eigenfunctions i^„(ax)). If we substitute (57) in (61) and let

H&r-"
we see that

1-1- R / V   v\^l / Y J- \ 2
(63)S{x, y} = exp

Evidently small /? yields a slow dependence in the x + y variable and plays the role of e
in our development of the area rule. In terms of the fl variable, the exact eigenvalues (60)
become

A„ = >[( 1 - /?)/(l + /?)]"• (64)
If we set q = fi{x + y)/2 and transform we find

S(p, q) = yjn(1 + 0)exp[- (p2 + q2)], (65)

and since = (p2 + q2)/n, the area rule (40) yields

= 7^(1 + J?)exp[-(2n + 1)^]. (66)

To compare this with the exact value (64), we write the latter as follows:

A„ = vM1 + ^)exP[" ln(! ~ P)-{" + l)ln(l + 0)\
= y/n(l + /?)exp[ —(2n + 1)^ + p2 + 0(n^3)]

and hence

A „/A„ = exp[j32 + 0(nf}3)]. (67)

It is evident that /„ and An agree through linear terms in /J at least up until n = o(l//?2).
To understand the reason for breakdown of area rule at large values of the index n we

must return to the WKB solution. In particular, we note that for the example at hand the
denominator of (18) is

Since the product contained under the radical is easily seen to vanish for n f oo, the
derivation itself signals the breakdown for large index. It is important to note that the
breakdown is not generic but particular to the case at hand. The area rule for
the ordinary differential equation considered above, for example, remains valid as n t oo.
In any particular case one must reexamine the WKB solution for self-consistency in
order to appraise the validity of the area rule for large index.

The nonuniformity (67) asserts itself only for those eigenfunctions which are least
important in a practical sense. Thus if, for example, we use (66) to estimate the trace of
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S{x, y}, we find
00 1 + B 1 + B x

= £ a. <«>

This underlines the fact that the estimate (66) only becomes poor when n f oo, in which
case A„ -* 0.

Finally, we remark that the area rule gives a respectable estimate even when /? is not
small. Even if we choose = 1, which gives the product kernel

,,2
S(x, y) = exp

x2
exp r

2

and only one non-zero eigenvalue (and a x -I- y dependence which is hardly slow), we
find A0/A0 = 2/e = .7358; the area rule misses by only 27%.

Appendix. In this appendix we consider the derivation of the area rule (40) when
higher-order turning points are present.

If we write
(d"/dp")R =

then the A-curve in the neighborhood of any turning point (Pk, Qk) is given by

0 = K„(k)(q - Qk) + ^ 2.

The case when n = 2 was considered above. A discussion similar to that leading to
(25, 26, 28, 29) indicates a dependence on the variable

n + 1
n\Kq(k)
K(p](k)

11+1 In

which for n = 2 is that found in those expressions. This in turn suggests

cok = Ell(n+l)(xk — x) (A.l)

as an inner variable (as in (30)). The inner form of an eigenfunction is again (31), but in
general ip satisfies

d" ^ (n\(-ifKq(k)
dw I \ ivp'

Eq. (A.2) has an irregular singular point at oo and has just one solution which vanishes
for cok -> +00. This solution is easily obtained by transforms and is

= f"exp
•'-oo I k n+ l\n!X,(fe)/(

d£. (A3)

For the case n = 2 we recover the Airy function considered above, (33).
As in the case already treated, the matching procedure requires expansion of (A.3)

for large values of the argument | |. For these asymptotics a variety of situations
obtain, depending on the parity of n, the signature of tok, and the signature of

<P — K(p\k)/n \ Kq(k).
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In any case one must examine (A.3) for the stationary values of the exponent, when

dl <?n + 1 \

or for
V 1/n

*= = (?) "» 0 = k?W/« !*,(*)■ (A-4)

Further discussion is conveniently divided into two cases depending on the parity of n.
n even: For u>k/(j) <? 0 (A.3) can be evaluated by a saddle-point analysis [14]. The

result is that

V = 0(exp
|C0J("+1)/" . 71

n + 1 \<f>\1/" sin
n

This generalizes the estimate given after (34) and corresponds to wk lying beyond the
turning points when the branch p(q) is complex.

For (ok/<j> > 0, (4.3) can be asymptotically evaluated by Kelvin's formula [14] and the
result is

.t< \1/2 . I n I cok \,n+1)/" 7t\

Aside from an unimportant multiplicative constant, when n = 2 this is the same as (34).
The main feature to note in (A.5) is the phase factor n/4. An examination of the

matching procedure given earlier shows that the ultimate derivation of (40) rests simply
on the presence of n/4 in (34). In fact we can also regard (A.5) as composed of right- and
left-going "waves", and are then again led to Eq. (36). Since the matching procedure
depends on just this property it again goes through as before with the area rule (40) as a
result.

n odd: The situation is now somewhat different. On the geometric side we are speak-
ing of a vertical inflection point of third or higher order, with just one branch either side
of it. On the analytical side we observe from (A.4) that the stationary point <J0 is now on
the real line independently of the signature wk/4>- If we again appeal to Kelvin's formula
for the asymptotic evaluation of (A.3), the result is

vi/ / 2?r \1/2 .) n (CDk\lln 71cxp -4sgn* (A.6)

In this case we have in effect an incident and a transmitted " wave ", and (A.6) states that
no phase change takes place at this type of turning point. Referring back to the WKB
solution (17), this states that the two coefficients corresponding to the two branches on
either side of an inflection point are the same. Thus, in effect, inflection turning points
can be ignored for purposes of evaluating the coefficients Bk, and the analysis reduces to
the cases which have already been considered.
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